YMCA OF GREATER MONMOUTH COUNTY

COVID-19 EMERGENCY RESPONSE IMPACT | AS OF OCTOBER 2, 2020

SUPPORT FOR WORKING FAMILIES
770 Hours of Emergency Child Care with 5 Nurse Volunteers
152 Y Academy Students Learning Virtually at Y Locations

VIRTUAL PROGRAMMING
4,930 Hours of Streamed Original Content for Y-Kids Activities & Y@Home Fitness
66 Hours of Kindergarten Readiness

HEALTH & WELLNESS SUPPORT
1,572 Wellness Checks to Seniors & Chronic Disease Prevention Interactions
457 People Tested for COVID-19

FOOD SECURITY
Over 15,629 Meals and 6,021 Boxes of Fresh Produce Serving At-Risk Communities & Homebound Individuals

SUMMER CAMP SUPPORT
$72,000 provided in financial assistance & subsidies

MENTAL HEALTH SUPPORT
47,621 Counseling & Social Service Interactions

BLOOD DRIVES
524 Pints of Blood = 1,588 Lives Saved

BABY PANTRY
33,026 Diapers, Wipes & Baby Essentials to Families in Need

GIVE TODAY > ymcanj.org/give

#StayWithUs
HERE FOR ALL. HERE FOR GOOD.

YMCA OF GREATER MONMOUTH COUNTY
170 Patterson Avenue
Shrewsbury, NJ 07702
732.671.5505
info@ymcanj.org

YMCANJ.org
Here for all. Here for good.
Financial assistance is offered based on availability of funds.